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LESS EMISSIONS,
MORE PEACE OF MIND.
Now achieve a further 35% reduction in particulate emissions without
changing your transformer/rectifier sets, through one simple change Electrical energization at higher frequencies.
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Introduction

Industrialization and urbanization resulted in some of the most influential and exciting
advancements in civilization. But there have been some pitfalls as well.
Most significantly, pollution and climate change.
Since this has measurably affected the quality of life of citizens, industrial enterprises
are under constant pressure to reduce gaseous and particulate emissions from their
processes.

This whitepaper establishes the innovation of the Ador + Redkoh make
high frequency (HF) power supply panel “VEDIKA”, which significantly
reduces particulate emissions through a quick and easy change in the
electrical energization technique in manufacturing across sectors such
as the chemicals, thermal power stations, cement and the paper
industry.
The Ador Clean Air team has produced and supplied the largest number of
Transformer-Rectifier sets and controls worldwide. Over 20,000 Ador High Voltage
Transformer Rectifiers have been installed within the Power, Cement, Steel and Paper
industries across 74 countries over the last 35 years.
Ador Transformers use software designed by ADOR and incorporate OEM
management and control software.
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Business Challenge

Ambuja Cements Ltd, which is part of the global conglomerate Lafarge Holcim, is one
of the leading cement companies in India and is now the world's largest cement plant
chain. The company strongly believes in environmental sustainability which is one of
its core values.
Recently, the Clean Air team of Ador showcased the simple innovation and high
performance of the Ador + Redkoh Vedika technology in five different plants, including
clinker cooler ESPs and CPP ESPs.

Ador reduced their existing emission levels from the plants’ earlier
values to the committed (and aspired) values of minimum 25%
emission reduction whereas some sites achieved an unprecedented
75% emission reduction.
Ador could prove that the Vedika Solution for higher Standard
Particulate Matter(SPM) can provide better opacity at lesser
investment cost and even far lesser effort than adding extra ESP fields
or other electrical/mechanical solutions.
This incredible environmental protection victory proved that the performance of the
Ador High Frequency Power Supply(HFPS) can enhance the efficiency of Electro-Static
Precipitators in the Cement Industry as well as the power generation field.
More importantly, all of this can be achieved without even asking for a process shut
down.
Significant reduction in particulate emissions were achieved at the following sites: *
*
*
*

Ambuja Cement Rabariyawas unit (both CPP and Cooler ESP)
Ambuja Cement Maratha Unit (both CPP and Cooler ESP)
Ambuja Cement Darlaghat Unit (Cooler ESP)
Ambuja Cement Bhatapara Unit (Cooler ESP Line - 1 and 2)
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Four Goals for ESPs offered only by Vedika

1. To Maximize the average voltage to the ESP while minimizing the peak
voltage.
Reduce the peak to peak ripple of the secondary voltage supplied by the TR set
to the ESP.
2, Precipitators spark most frequently at the peak of the applied KV.
Reducing the peak voltage while maintaining a high average voltage
reduces the sparking within the ESP.
3. Reducing the frequency of sparking in turn reduces the voltage 'downtime'
on the ESP.
Minimizing the downtime allows longer durations for the current in the
ESP to build up.
4. A higher average precipitator voltage allows more time for the current to
flow keeping the power levels to the maximum.
Higher power in the ESP promotes improved ESP collection efficiency.

Effect of Frequency of Ripple
It is observed that the effect of increasing switching frequency on ripple in the output
of TR set is negligible. i.e. the ripple reduces negligible when switch frequency is
increased from 3.2 KHz to 10 KHz.
Switch Mode Control Responses
On a Switch Mode Power Supply, the Switch Mode Control Responses is independent
of frequency of energization. Power is removed by the controller as soon as the spark
or arc is detected. The IGBTs are turned off interrupting the flow of current into the
spark or arc (20 microseconds)
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Emission Reduction Process: The Vedika way

I. The use of a higher frequency electrostatic precipitator (ESP) field Power supply can
result in a dramatic improvement of performance.
II. The improvement in performance is a result of a 10% to 20% increase in the field
KV.
III. A 10 % increase in field KV typically results in a 20% to 30% increase in field
power.
IV. The key to performance improvement lies in the ability of the Power Supply to
reduce the KV ripple and therefore operate at greater field KV (Precipitator Voltage).
V. The magnitude of such improvement is a functional difference between the Ripple
Voltage level of the 50/60Hz SCR (Thyristor) power supply and that which can be
achieved with a 400 Hz power supply.

Circuits for Modification
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Why VEDIKA?

Vedika offers the end user a pristine air quality due to the following reasons:

*

A Suitable waveform to the TR set to minimize the ESP Ripple.

*

Increased average voltage to the ESP.

*

Increased current flow to the ESP.

*

Fast Response Time to events occurring in both the ESP and the Power system.

*

Possesses all the benefits of the tried and trusted Transformer Rectifier Design.

*

Significantly high-power capabilities.

*

Improvement in the power factor.

*

Reuse of the existing cabling, control rooms and Mechanical TR footprints.

*

No Duct work modifications.

*

Provides a solution rather than a one-fits-all product.

The electrical energization with High Frequency Power Sources and the same boiler
conditions may lead to emission reduction to the tune of 30 % - 50%, without any ESP
renovation for addition of fields or increase in the height in all the coal fired power
stations in India by utilizing high resistivity and high ash content coal from the Indian
mines.
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Closing Arguments: Our Assurance

The Ador Redkoh made HFPS System Vedika assures you that:

Conclusion
The Ador + Redkoh made High Frequency Power Supply offers:

Please reach out with any questions or clarifications.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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